
WRITING GOOD CUSTOMER SERVICE EMAILS

In customer service, clear communication solves problems quickly. Unclear emails means extra time spent, unhappy
customers, and a demotivated support.

Here are some good resources to get you started: 1. Adding a bit of personal touch at the end is like a cherry
on top for customer service emails. At the first sign that you might be dealing with a customer that looks for a
formal approach, make the appropriate changes. As long as some effort is made into making these canned
replies feel personal, there is no reason the customer need feel they are dealing with an automated response.
The moment we get to writing emails, our language becomes formal. Rephrasing what the customer is saying
is also a good way to check if you fully understand their concern. Gregory Ciotti Greg is a writer, marketing
strategist and alum of Help Scout. For now. You can gain by preparing personalized informal replies but you
also risk angering some customers. Kudos to for Blizzard doing the right thing. Even though this is a
notification for an upcoming webinar, the same rules apply to your customer service emails. Even the most
subtle of shifts in phrasing can have a huge impact on how you make the customer feel. You want the
customer to know that they are in safe hands. Opening with a hearty hello and not going straight to business is
the first step you can take to make your emails more personal. If they came up with a particular term to
explain their problem to you, use the same term when making your explanation. If it looks formal, you can
always mirror their approach and provide a formal reply. A simple style guide can help you ensure that no
email ever falls flat. Maybe their package was delayed by the postal service or lost in the mail. Lots more. Let
us know in the comments! Extra useful when dealing with customers who use English as a 2nd language. A
large portion of your customers will use it to get in touch with you. Your tone It can be tricky deciding what
sort of tone to take. But writing customer service emails that feel personal is an important part of the job. They
ensure you are giving a quality response every time. I am a new user, do you have XYZ thing? A simple
acknowledgment will show them that you care. Check out for grammar errors, typos, and the tone of the
message and ensure that the email looks professional. You could thank them for using your product. First off,
you need to be aware of your audience. Customer Service Email Tip 8: Casual vs. A template can save you a
ton of time if you are dealing with a lot of similar cases. Conclusion You and your team probably send
hundreds if not thousands of support emails every single day. As a customer, this is frustrating. Developing
empathy is absolutely the most crucial thing to make your customer support amazing, and it needs to come
through in every single email you write. Keep your language simple You are used to the complex and
technical concepts your product uses because they are part of your job, but your customer is not.


